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Fiona the Doctor is the fourth book of the series �What do the grown-ups do?�  Based in the Northwest Highlands of
Scotland, the series aims to teach children aged 5-10 years about different jobs. By writing through the eyes of the
children, the tone is kept chatty and light-hearted as three local children meet real workers who explain their jobs.

�To say that I was totally enamoured by the �What do� series is something of an understatement. Mairi McLellan
has managed to achieve a level of literary �magic� that perhaps only the good Dr Seuss �Theodore Geisel� might

have mastered many years earlier than she� Pocketful of Rye

Fiona the doctor shows the Mackenzie children the equipment in the doctor�s bag used to help diagnose a patient�s
problem: the stethoscope, the otoscope, the oximeter � a doctor�s life is full of long words!  They learn about the
differences between blood pressure and pulse, systolic and diastolic, GPs and specialists, and even why people get
smelly feet! They also learn that doctors have their own jokes!

Other books in the series include: Joe the Fisherman, Papa the Stockfarmer, Sean the Actor and Richard the Vet. Coming
soon, Gordon the Wildlife Filmmaker.

�What makes these books noteworthy are the practical details from the mouths of the real workers, which
fascinate rather than bore. It�s eye-opening stuff.� Teach Primary

After graduating from Glasgow University and completing a post-grad MBA in France, MAIRIMCLELLAN spent 11 years working
in the family IT business. During her time in IT, she won various accolades, including �Young Director of the Year� from the
Institute of Directors. Having worked abroad extensively, she returned to the croft in the Highlands where she runs a fold of
Highland cattle, boat charters and holiday rentals.
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